Replication and refinement of a quantitative trait locus influencing milk protein percentage on ovine chromosome 3.
A previous genome scan that was conducted in Spanish Churra sheep identified a significant quantitative trait locus (QTL) for milk protein percentage (PP) on chromosome 3 (OAR3), between markers KD103 and OARVH34. The aim of this study was to replicate these results and to refine the mapped position of this QTL. To accomplish this goal, we analysed 14 new half-sib families of Spanish Churra sheep including 1661 ewes from 29 different flocks. These animals were genotyped for 21 microsatellite markers mapping to OAR3. In addition to a classical linkage analysis (LA), a combined linkage disequilibrium and linkage analysis (LDLA) was performed with the aim of enhancing the resolution of the QTL mapping. The LA that was performed in this sheep population identified the presence of a highly significant QTL for PP near marker KD103 (P(c) < 0.001; P(exp) < 0.001). The phenotypic variance that was owing to the QTL was 2.74%. Two segregating families for the target QTL were identified in this population with QTL effect estimates of 0.47 and 0.95 SD. The LDLA identified the same QTL as the previous analyses with a high level of statistical significance (P = 9.184 E-11) and narrowed the confidence interval (CI) to a 13 cM region. These results confirm the segregation of the previously identified OAR3 QTL that influences PP in Spanish Churra sheep. Future research will aim to increase the marker density across the refined CI and to analyse the corresponding candidate genes to identify the allelic variant or variants that underlie this genetic effect.